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INTRODUCTION

In the last decade, Eastern Africa witnessed a surge
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practitioners. Is regional integration waning? How to
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turn the observed trends around? What and how
trade facilitation champions like TMEA can do to
help? These are among many nagging questions
that confront policymakers and development wellwishers in the region.
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This policy brief sheds some lights to these
questions by examining the recent trends in trade,
investment and trade facilitation in Eastern Africa.
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The brief dissects the different patterns in trade and
services sectors, investment and selected trade
facilitation indicators to provide policy insights for
Japan
boosting intra-regional trade.
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Source of data is from Johns Hopkins Resource Centre. Here
*Source from Govt situation database. Here
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Traffic congestion has remained an intermittent challenge at the highest volume Northern Corridor borders of Malaba and
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of Uganda and Kenya met on April 16, and Uganda has committed to deploy additional Port Health staff. Evidence shows
that this is being actioned.

Impacts of COVID-19 on Eastern Africa Trade, Transit and Borders

Airfreight charges to the European Union and other markets in the last
few weeks have ranged from $3-7 per kg up from an average of
$1.50-2.50 per kg.[1]The high air freight charges can be attributed to
a combination of factors; including higher operating costs, fewer
scheduled/chartered flights and a supply and demand imbalance
(fewer imports coming into the region).
Borders

For borders to remain open safely, there is an urgent need for the EAC
Partner States to deploy additional Port Health staff and medical
equipment at the borders to avoid contamination and secure trade.
TMEA’s Safe Trade Emergency Facility will address some of these
issues in the short-term through equipment provision for protection
and testing.
Markets remain closed for most EAC borders, except those on the
Tanzania side. One County in Kenya is piloting a “COVID free market”,
situated away from the physical infrastructure to a larger space
outdoors and enforcement of precautionary measures (social
distancing, hand washing, mandatory masks). If this model is effective
to facilitate trade for micro and small traders, it may be replicated
across the region.

Regional Southern Africa
Media reports some truck drivers are being quarantined at borders. A
90 km queue that developed at Kasumbalesa (DRC/Zambia) was
eventually cleared, but the situation shows how organising border
agencies to collaborate coherently on protective measures is urgently
needed. View Here.
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